
Made in Sweden

Holdon® XTRA
Clip-On Eyelets - Stronger than Traditional Grommets

Business sectors successfully using our products
Sign & Digital Event & Stage Marine & Boating Camping & Outdoors Agro & Garden General

The 

heavier 

the load, 

the tighter 

the grip!

For Banner Makers, Display Specialists, Event/Stage, Sailors, Campers/Caravanners, Gardeners,Construction and more.



Holdon® XTRA
Clip-On Eyelets - Makes ‘eyeleting’ applications easier, faster and stronger!

Holdon® Systems AB
Killeröds byaväg 83, SE-269 92 Båstad, Sweden
Phone + 46 (0) 431 831 90

postbox@holdon.com | www.holdon.com

Recycling Possibilities; with PVC banners - can be recycled as plastic material and are free of heavy 
metals, anti-corrosives, chlorides and phthalates. 

The neatest version of the powerful ‘clip-on eyelet’, grip tested to 45 kg, for com-
mercial use and retail distribution. A high quality, innovative, precision made Swed-
ish fastener, designed to make ‘eyeleting’ applications, easier, faster and stronger!

 X Instant grip - no hole punching, tools or 
hemming required

 X Stronger than traditional eyelets
 X Grip tested to 45 kg
 X Reusable / easy to remove
 X Stable in wet conditions
 X Ergonomic one hand attachment
 X Large hole for cord/hook

Functionality
Holdon® Clip ś grip function is based on the highly 
efficient principle of the wedge. As the cord or hook 
threaded through the ’eye’ of the clip is pulled, it forc-
es the wedge component into the sleeve, increasing 
the ’gripping effect’ between the wedge and the grip-
ping area of the sleeve. The more you pull, the tighter 
the grip. Windy conditions actually increase the grip! 

Unlike eyelets and some other clips, Holdon® XTRA 
does not require a hem to increase grip.

Technical Specifications
Colours: black, grey, white
Dimensions: 50 x 37 x 10 mm
Media thickness: up to 1.5 mm
Weight: 9,0 g
Load capacity: up to 45 kg
Material:  Metal Replacement plastic with 

nylon and fibreglass blend


